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MWL Systems is an established software & systems house based in North Wales near Chester. We 
develop web and intranet based databases and applications for an interesting and diverse range of 
clients in a wide range of industries and we need another developer to join our small but expert 
development team.  
 
We require a developer with strong JavaScript knowledge to both complement our .net team and 
also to be able to work independently on none .net projects where the focus is on client side data 
processing and functionality. The projects you will be involved in cover  

 Adding front end functionality to ASP.net projects 

 Creating standalone JavaScript based web pages and applications 

 Developing JavaScript based “apps” for Microsoft CRM/Dynamics CRM and SharePoint.  

 Adding functionality to existing MSCRM Forms via JavaScript 
 
Although JQuery use is encouraged, the ability to write normal JavaScript and work without JQuery is 
essential as some CRM and SharePoint projects are restrictive on JQuery use.  
 
Knowledge of HTML5, CSS and JQuery as well as consuming data via JavaScript and JavaScript 
databinding techniques are the essential skills for this role. Knowledge of MS CRM/Dynamics CRM, 
SharePoint and JavaScript frameworks such as Angular and Telerik Kendo UI would be advantageous. 
Our projects will utilise either a local SQL Server database or remote data in some sense, so a 
working knowledge of SQL Server and web services as well as OData would also be an advantage. 
 
Our projects are all for commercial organisations rather than the general public facing, so 
performance, meeting requirements and exceptional support are the focus. We have a range of 
products which are continuously being enhanced and developed in partnership with our customers, 
so maintaining the customer relationship and working with them to identify product improvements 
is an important part of the role.  
 
Essential skills  

 Strong Javascript and JQuery skills 

 Good understanding of CSS 

 Good working knowledge of web technologies  

 Experience of consuming web services and databinding techniques in Javascript 

 Ability to design functional and easy to use interfaces (usability is more important than 

prettiness)  

 Provide 1st line support and take ownership of problems  

 Good problem solving skills  

 Customer focused  

 
Advantageous skills  

 Experience of developing SOAP and REST web services  

 Experience working with OData 

 A good understanding of databases and database concepts in general Knowledge of 

Microsoft CRM/Dynamics 365 

 Knowledge of WebAPI  

 Knowledge of OAuth  


